
hooo!!!

flos and baccarat present 
philippe starck’s new lamp hooo!!! 

with text by jenny holzer  
and handcrafted by baccarat

limited editions of 49



HOOO!!! 

limited edition: 49

Table luminaire. Outer body in blown, cast crystal glass. Inner body polished aluminum. 

Flush mount led display with custom made cards and high performance micro leds 

with one processor. On/off switch at the bottom of the lamp body. Methacrylate led 

screen. High vacuum metallized and UVA-protected.

Inner diffuser in injection-molded polymer. 

Lamp shade in high vacuum metallized blown glass and UVA-protected. 

Hand-polished aluminum base. Non-slip layer between luminaire base and body.

All coupling details in hand-polished and zapon-varnished aluminum.

100W E27 dimmable halogen light source.

HOOO!!!                          weight: 7 kilograms

60
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m

31,5 cm



hooo!!! details

micro leds with one processorinner body polished aluminum



HOOO!!!  and  HAAA!!!

This is a lamp with a special shape; it merges different worlds and opposing realities. Its 

design combines tradition and research, craftsmanship and industry, art and design. 

The reflections of the hand-cut, ground crystal base interact with programmed 

electronic or LED lights.  The timelessness and uniqueness of Baccarat workmanship 

is joined by text from Jenny Holzer’s “Truisms” and “Survival” series. Holzer’s texts are 

short, declarative statements that summarize, question, and debate how societies are 

structured and viewed.

Designed by Philippe Starck for Flos, the lamp is available in two versions: “Hooo!!!”, 

the table model, and “Haaa!!!”, the floor model. With its transparent and reflecting 

outlines, the lamp seduces and plays with the gaze of the viewer. Holzer’s phrases flow 

uninterrupted vertically along the central passage of the lamp. A narrow, elongated 

rectangular element in mirror-finish steel cuts the faceted shape of the crystal base 

perpendicularly and diffuses the light. 

Starck’s fascination with the creations of Baccarat and the potential of crystal 

helped inaugurate this special project. This combination of possibility and tradition is 

in keeping with the social and cultural commitment that has always identified Flos, 

its working methods, and its projects.  As Piero Gandini explains: “We have chosen the 

beautiful Baccarat vases because we respect the passion and dedication which Baccarat 

and his craftsmen continue to use in the exploration of crystal, not because Flos wants 

to be involved in luxury items. The idea of inserting LEDs in movement inside the steel 

body of the lamp reminded us immediately of Jenny Holzer’s fantastic installations.  

We love her talent and moral courage. Jenny has selected some of her “Truisms” and 

“Survival” sentences which now flow within the crystal with surprising results.” 

To look at or to read by, the lamp becomes a conversation piece, a friendly but evocative 

presence. A source of meditation and a means of communication, the piece merges shape 

and content, images and words. 

Produced in nine pieces for the floor version and in forty-nine pieces for the table 

version, the lamp’s careful design and the extreme manual workmanship of the Baccarat 

crystal and micro LED boards account for its price. As the production capacity is very 

limited, quantity has been decided in advance in order to prevent clients from having 

to wait many years. 

Jenny Holzer created her “Truisms” and “Survival” series in the late 1970s and early 

1980s. These text series and others by the American artist introduced her work to 

the international contemporary art field and have become well-known ever since. 

Flashing on electronic boards and concealed among news and advertising media in 

large metropolitan centres, the sentences and messages have political and ideological 

connotations that question the status quo of society, politics, culture.



Philippe starck

 “I like to open the doors to people’s brains” – Philippe Starck

To discover an object or a place designed by Philippe Starck is to walk 

into a world of vivid imagination and to live fantasy. 

For more than 30 years, this unconventional creator, designer and 

architect has been boldly present in our everyday, creating objects that 

are “good” before they are beautiful, and iconic destinations that are 

pure poetry and change the vision of life.

Philippe Starck’s early inspiration came from his father who was an 

aircraft engineer and manufacturer.

Several years and several prototypes later, and Philippe Starck was 

commissioned to work for French President François Mitterrand. 

Also at this time he started creating furniture for leading Italian and 

international editors.

When Philippe Starck designs a hotel or restaurant, he works more 

like a movie director, creating scenarios to bring and upgrade people 

in a mental, imaginative and creative story. His hotels, though always 

carrying the cutting edge creativity, all became timeless icons and have 

brought a new dimension to the international landscape.

Through his concept of Democratic Design, which is to “give the best to 

as many people as possible,” Starck appeared like a pioneer when design was 

turned exclusively towards an elite. 

There is little that he has not set his hand to: from furniture and family 

products to houses to be sold by mail order, from motorbikes to mega 

yachts, and evenart direction for space projects ... among others.

Starck’s green credentials were evident way before it become popular to 

think about the future of the planet. Very early on, he set up a company 

producing organic food, and recently launched the revolutionary 

concept of Democratic Ecology by creating affordable micro personal 

windmills, that shall be followed by solar boats and hydrogen vehicles…

This indefatigable and rebellious citizen of the world considers it his 

duty to share his ethic and subversive vision of a fairer world and 

continues to be tuned in to our dreams, desires and needs by making his 

work a political and civic act but always with love and humour.



jenny holzer

For thirty years, Jenny Holzer has presented her astringent ideas, 

arguments, and sorrows in public places and international exhibitions, 

including 7 World Trade Center, the Reichstag, the Venice Biennale, and 

the Guggenheim Museums in New York and Bilbao. 

Her medium, whether formulated as a T-shirt, as a plaque, or as an LED sign, 

is writing, and the public dimension is integral to the delivery of her 

work. Starting in the 1970s with the New York City posters, and up to her 

recent light projections on landscape and architecture, her practice has 

rivaled ignorance and violence with humor, kindness, and moral courage. 

Holzer received the Leone d’Oro at the Venice Biennale in 1990 and the 

Public Art Network Award in 2004. She holds honorary degrees from Ohio 

University, Williams College, the Rhode Island School of Design, and The 

New School. Holzer lives and works in Hoosick, New York. 


